Commitment reversion model of unrestricted cell growth.
Through the analysis of accumulated experimental data of cell growth, a model of unrestricted cell growth is presented here. This model is based hypothetically on the cellular commitment to senescence as in the previously presented commitment theory. Cells are divided into 3 types, namely uncommitted cells, committed cells and terminal cells. The division of an uncommitted cell produces an uncommitted cell itself and a committed cell of the first generation. This committed cell goes through a limited number of cell divisions until the cells become non-dividing terminal cells. It is hypothesized that during a committed cell division, there is a very small probability that an uncommitted cell may be generated. With computer simulations, it is estimated that a committed cell of the first generation may divide around 30 times until they become non-dividing terminal cells, and that the probability of an uncommitted cell regeneration for each committed cell division may be 2(-H). This hypothesis may possibly clarify some aspects of the biological phenomena of cell growth, which can not be explained by the previous commitment theory, such as the growth pattern of cultured diploid cells, cancer initiation and promotion, and cancer progression and metastasis.